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AMS Release Intelligent Mailing Applications To Ensure Personalised
Mailings Match Every Time

Leading mailing equipment supplier, AMS are pleased to announce the release of their range of
intelligent mailing applications to help companies accurately send out masses of personalised
mail in the post. The applications allow ad agencies and marketers to create more out-of-the-
box, personalised direct mail campaigns.

London (PRWEB UK) 14 January 2013 -- Leading mailing equipment supplier, AMS are pleased to announce
the release of their range of intelligent mailing applications to help companies accurately send out masses of
personalised mail in the post.

Having the correct data matching high volumes of personalised mail pieces is often a difficult yet essential task
for many companies. The AMS range of cost effective applications not only ensure accuracy where a number of
personalised documents are enclosed in the same envelope but satisfies a growing need to ensure integrity in
the mailing process.

The innovative applications have been exclusively developed by AMS and consist of unique Codesort software
that can store variable data from barcodes and optical recognition marks. It gives users the ability to perform
simple to complex code verification tasks. Used in conjunction with a folder inserter machine, OCR Cameras
and an envelope printer, the solutions are endless and can be developed to users specific requirements.

Kevin McPheat, Managing Director of AMS commented ‘For over 20 years AMS has been providing printing
and mailing equipment, we have seen an increasing demand for custom-built solutions to highly personalised
mailings, this is why we have created the new software range. As well as resolving many mail processing
issues, they give users cost-effective ways to fulfill large quantities of personalised mail. The new applications
allow ad agencies and marketers to create more out-of-the-box, personalised direct mail campaigns.’

One application was recently used for a leading insurance company’s direct mail campaign. The campaign
included a personal message printed onto the outer envelope of each of their customer’s mailings relating to the
vehicle they drive. Reading a 2d barcode through a window envelope, AMS’s application allowed data to be
read from the enclosed letter, so information, personal to the customer could be printed onto the outer envelope.

AMS’s intelligent mailing applications are available now and can be demonstrated at the AMS showroom in
Hoddesdon. For further details visit the website www.ams-gb.com, email info(at)ams-gb(dot)com or call 01992
460 111.

End

Please contact Victoria Christen, Marketing Manager AMS if you need any more information on 01992 460
111 or email victoria(dot)christen(at)ams-gb(dot)com.

About AMS
AMS (Addressing and Mailing Solutions) is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailing equipment, providing
mailing solutions to printers, mailing houses and offices that send out masses of postal mailshots. AMS
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machines save users time and money by making mailing processes more efficient. Products range from
envelope printers, folding and inserting machines, polywrapping systems and direct mail software. AMS offer
expert advice and can provide bespoke solutions to suit users mailing needs. The new range of intelligent
mailing applications include Read and Print, Matching, Combining, De-duplication and Returned Mail
Processing. These ensure personalised documents are processed accurately.

Formed 20 years ago, AMS has a strong customer service commitment that lasts long after the initial purchase
and their quick and efficient nationwide support team are always on hand to answer any queries.
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Contact Information
Victoria Christen
01992 460 111

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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